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My Cancer Fighting Bible This is THE book to have if you or someone you love has cancer. When
my hubby was identified as having incurable, stage IV kidney malignancy, I wanted to do
anything in my capacity to keep him healthy for as long as feasible."I never thought I could kick
the sugar habit, but following the first fourteen days it wasn't hard. His oncologist and dietician
informed us we didn't have to change his diet plan. That was quite shocking if you ask me, I've
generally believed if you feed the body healthy things, it will be better able to combat disease..
Cut out the sugars." That delivered me on an all out search for the best cancer diet I possibly
could manage - and I understood I wasn't going to get it from hospital personnel. I found this
book just randomly searching the web, and it was the only real book I had a need to buy. I
bought several more, but "Anticancer: A FRESH Way of Life" has been, far and beyond, the most
informative and motivating point I've read. Thanks to David Servan-Schreiber, I have slowly, but
steadily removed cancer-feeding foods from our home. We no longer use cleaning materials or
hygene items with toxic substances. The book is very specific in its recommendations.Should you
have the right motivation I really believe you can carry out almost anything. He wrote about
everything: nutrition, workout, psychology, meditation. I've got notes on most of the pages and
lots of things are highlighted.We took the plunge around Christmas, 2009 and also have been
following the diet ever since. It had been a God send out for us. In the past season it has started
to grow again, at first slowly and today more aggressively in one area. I am going through
chemotherapy at this time and am incorporating these dietary and lifestyle changes. I am a
nonsmoker, a vegetarian, I've always been slender and I exercised 3-4 days a week. I'd seen this
publication before my analysis and thought it looked good, but didn't purchase it. I believed I
didn't require it.Once We realized the writer also had brain cancers and had been able to keep it
in check for over 15 years through diet plan and other means, I knew this is the reserve for me. I
underwent a yr of chemotherapy treatments at the same time. So I bought the reserve. It's a
straightforward read and is supported by scientific study and 28 pages of footnotes in the event
you want for more information. My husband continues to be with us after 2 yrs of fighting, and
continues to be doing pretty well. There's tons of info that your oncologist isn't going to give you,
but you want to know. If you need to learn how to take action, go to someone who has carried
out it! During that time I periodically got MRI's that demonstrated the tumor was shrinking.I
recommend this book for anybody interested in a multi-faceted anti-cancer publication.Reading
this book and changing what We eat has been incredibly empowering for me personally. I
thought I knew a lot about nutrition before, but I learned some considerations from Dr.5 cm
over 5-6 years. (Glucose is the form of digested sugar in the body.The author cites a big of
amount of research in discussing the consequences of life style vs.! I'm in charge of the cooking,
so that's where I started. I found substitutes to feed my lovely tooth - berries, fruits, cinnamon,
stevia, and baker's chocolate (that is unsweetened) with any of the above. I've personally gotten
much healthier and dropped 20 pounds by cutting out the bad stuff. My plan is to live well and
longer!UPDATE:March 2, 2018 - It has been over eight years since my first outward indications of
an oligodendroglioma appeared. My tumor shrank significantly, from over 5 cm to about 2.
Servan-Schreiber:- Vegetables to eat daily (broccoli, cauliflower, brussel sprouts, all cabbages)-
Great oils to make use of (olive and canola)- Spices to add (garlic, ginger, turmeric)I also
discovered some sobering facts about sugar (see web page 61):"The German biologist Otto
Heinrick Warburg won the Nobel Prize in medicine for his discovery that the metabolism of
malignant tumors is basically dependent on glucose consumption. If it were not in the mind, this
might be called remission, but in the brain it's known as regression. Every cancer patient should
personal a duplicate.For me personally, nutrition is still a key element in how I live my entire life



and maintain my health. He was presented with 24 months after his lung cancer diagnoses,
which June it'll be 7. Michael Greger or his nonprofit website, NutritionFacts.org). Literally Life
Changing! Lots of useful details in this book. After Chemotherapy, there's Hope! If you have been
identified as having cancer and believe that there is nothing at all you can do to increase your
survival after treatment, read this publication! I am buying one for a friend, I'd love to put one in
every Oncologist office. Lifestyle changing for me It came simply because a complete shock when
I then found out I had a brain tumor in October, 2009. EASILY survive long term, I'll come back
here and correct a straight better review! Useless. Good information, and useful guide to stay
healthy We buy a number of these at a time to give to our friends as they begin their trip with
cancers. If a reader understands that, the rest in this book will belong to place. There is plenty of
scientific evidence to support this (see How Never to Die by Dr. What we eat is simply one of
these. Fighting Cancer This is a well-written book compiled by a cancer survivor.His basic
explanation of what cancer is and how it grows was an easy task to grasp. MY HUBBY followed
the dietary plan in this book, and it continues his disease fighting capability strong to battle the
cancer.) Actually the PET scan commonly used to detect cancer merely actions the areas in your
body that consume the most glucose. genetics and how that pertains to cancer.I came across the
portions regarding "terrain" to end up being intriguing.My copy is certainly dog-eared and
written in... While we had been cheking out after seeing the doctor, one of his nurses quietly said
to me, "Sugar feeds cancer. Wonderful details even if you don't have cancer!I purchased this
book after reading another book that referenced some of this book's material. The tumor has
continuing to shrink even when i completed chemotherapy in January, 2011, therefore the diet
switch and supplements are having the intended effect. Literally Life Changing! Health is
determined by so many other factors. Significantly, like not using those words flippantly. I've
usually viewed people who eat organic, grass-fed, blah-blah, as people who just had money to
blow or simply REALLY cared about the environment, but now, I GET IT. I started reading this
book because a) I desired to eat "healthier" after the birth of my second child, but didn't want to
do some fad diet and 2) my hubby acquired a relapse of thyroid cancer tumor and when your
spouse has cancer twice, because the author mentions, you want to do everything you can to
ensure it generally does not happen again again. Five Stars loved it! Science based and holistic
anti-cancer book Science based and holistic anti-cancer book. Comprehensive piece of quality
research Useless Didn’t even read it.! Returned it right away. Great Read I am a tumor
patient/survivor and I read a lot about malignancy and belong to plenty of groupings, but this
book, undoubtedly, is the best I've read.! It tells you everything you need to know. Wonderful
information even though you don't have cancer Wow.. If a particular area stands out since it
consumes an excessive amount of sugar, cancer is very likely the trigger. I believe part of it's the
author is a doctor who got tumor and for the 1st time began to see stuff from the other part of
the table. Small print The print is too little despite having my glasses on. Good Good Five Stars It
is an excellent reserve that touches deeply.
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